RFF Donor Benefits

Resources for the Future (RFF) is an independent, nonpartisan organization that conducts
rigorous economic research and analysis to help leaders make better decisions and craft smarter
policies about natural resources and the environment. The generous support of foundations,
corporations,* and individuals helps make this possible.
The following opportunities to support RFF will ensure the recognition of your contribution to
policy research that seeks to balance economic growth with environmental stewardship.

Associate
$5,000 (Organizations)
$1,000 (Individuals)
• Invitations to exclusive donor events and briefings in Washington, New York, Houston,
and San Francisco
• Priority notification and reserved seating for RFF events, such as roundtable discussions and
First Wednesday Seminars
• Complimentary copies of Resources magazine, the RFF Connection e-newsletter, RFF on the
Issues weekly digest, and select RFF reports and publications
• Recognition in RFF’s annual report and other donor listings
• Opportunity to be considered for a donor profile in Resources magazine

Council
$25,000 (Organizations)
$5,000 (Individuals)
All benefits of an Associate, plus:
•
•
•
•

One briefing by RFF experts on select research and policy issues, at your office
Invitations to exclusive gatherings with the RFF Board of Directors and special guests
Annual prospectus of RFF research activities and priorities
Quarterly e-calendar of RFF events and research report releases

• One registration to the RFF Climate and Energy Summit

*RFF accepts corporate gifts of general support for RFF and targeted support for RFF’s research centers and
initiatives. To ensure research independence, RFF does not accept corporate gifts for individual research projects.

President’s Circle
$50,000 (Organizations)
$25,000 (Individuals)
All benefits of the Council, plus:
• Periodic research previews and issue insights from RFF’s leadership
• Invitations to private salon dinners with luminaries, experts, and policy leaders
• Participation in roundtables to identify emerging issues of relevance to RFF’s research agenda
• Pre-release of special RFF reports
• Two briefings by RFF experts on select research and policy issues, at your office
• Bi-monthly RFF research e-update
• Two registrations to the RFF Climate and Energy Summit

Chairman’s Circle
$100,000 (Organizations)
$50,000 (Individuals)
All benefits of the President’s Circle, plus:
• A private breakfast or lunch with the RFF President and Board Chair
• Three briefings by RFF experts on select research and policy issues, at your office
• Opportunity for RFF expert participation in your event or seminar
• Four registrations to the RFF Climate and Energy Summit

Founder’s Circle
$250,000 (Organizations)
$100,000 (Individuals)
All benefits of the Chairman’s Circle, plus:
• An opportunity to apply for a visiting researcher position at RFF for four to six weeks (given
appropriate expertise and due consideration of potential conflicts of interest)
• An invitation to attend an RFF Board of Directors dinner
• Six registrations to the RFF Climate and Energy Summit
• Special recognition at select RFF events

www.rff.org/support
1616 P St. NW Washington, DC 20036

